Silver 8 Capital Makes Strategic Investment in Finomial, the Global Leader in
Compliant Client Lifecycle Management
(Boston: February 7, 2018) – Finomial, the leading global Compliant Client Lifecycle
Management platform, announced today that Silver 8 Capital, the award-winning #1ranked technology fund for the past two consecutive years (BarclayHedge), has made a
significant strategic equity investment in the Company.
Meredith Moss, Finomial CEO said: “Silver 8’s investment enables us to continue our
technical leadership - and to bring our platform to every segment of the financial services
market.”
Finomial’s software supports clients across $540 billion in assets, with over 450 funds
using its platform, ensuring every interaction achieves client regulatory compliance.
“Finomial’s advantage stems from our deep SaaS orientation and strengths in data
management and regulatory compliance – enabling financial institutions to go live with a
state-of-the-art system in 6-8 weeks,” said Moss.
Said Silver 8 Capital’s Managing Partner Jose Suarez: “Silver 8 seeks to make
investments in innovative companies at the intersection of Financial Services and
Technology. The convergence of regulatory compliance and client experience is a space
ripe for innovation, and Finomial represents a new paradigm. For financial institutions who
are no longer willing to undertake 18-month software deployment and customization
projects that the traditional vendors require, Finomial’s agile technology and SaaS-native
design brings an end to the revenue bottleneck of compliant client on-boarding.”
As part of the investment round, Silver 8’s Jose Suarez and Jorge de Mello will be joining
Finomial’s Board of Directors.
The proceeds will be used to expand Finomial’s footprint globally in existing and new
markets, including asset managers, private banks and wealth managers, commercial and
investment banks, as well as fast-growing fintechs, including alternative banks and crypto
asset platforms. Finomial will also use the funds to extend Finomial’s current technical
advantages as a single global SaaS platform with advanced geolocation of data across
jurisdictions and reporting expertise in every global market.
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About Finomial (www.finomial.com)
Finomial is the first SaaS Compliant Client Lifecycle Management platform. A fastgrowing reg-tech company, Finomial software supports clients across $540 billion in
assets, with over 450 funds using its platform to ensure every interaction achieves client
regulatory compliance. In a single integrated platform, Finomial automates client
onboarding, KYC, AML, FATCA, and CRS, while improving the client
experience. Finomial has been named a Fintech Global RegTech100, EY Entrepreneur
of the Year Finalist, and Global Custodian Industry Leader Award. Follow us on Twitter
@Finomial and LinkedIn.
About Silver 8 Capital
Silver 8 Capital is a global investment firm focused on transformative technologies within
the Financial Services industry. One co-founder, Jose Suarez, a Wharton MBA, has 30+
years’ experience as a serial entrepreneur serving during the early days of internet
adoption as President & COO of Walker Digital, the privately-held innovation laboratory
created by prolific inventor and priceline.com founder, Jay Walker. Manuel Anguita, the
other co-founder, is a Fulbright Scholar, Stanford MBA and former Goldman Sachs,
Merrill Lynch, and Vega executive as portfolio manager across asset classes. The
founders’ experiences coalesce innovation, technology, and financial services – the focus
of Silver 8’s investment space. The firm’s team is located both in US and Europe and
recent investments have included blockchain technology companies such as Coinbase
and Abra.
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